Check List for students in thesis research/final examination abroad

Before departure, and after buying the travel ticket, the student must communicate to the International Activities Staff of the University of Trento the exact mobility dates and the personal and bank data for the grant payment.

The scholarship will be paid in a single instalment on the student’s bank account within two months from the beginning of the mobility.

The minimum period of mobility is of 3 months. In case of interruption of the mobility, the remaining grant amount has to be returned.

When back to Trento, the student should deliver to the International Activities Staff:

- a reference letter of the mobility institute, certifying the performed activities and the period of stay;
- the letter of the UniTrento tutor certifying that the period spent abroad for thesis research purposes has been fruitful (use template letter);

The participating student should graduate within 6 months after the return in Italy. The final examination will be taken at the University of Trento and the credits will be registered in the student career as obtained abroad.

The participant must be regularly enrolled at the University of Trento for the entire period of mobility.

The scholarship is intended to be a contribute to the mobility: students must get informed on the actual life costs in the destination country and on the economical guarantees required in order to obtain the visa.

Students will be covered by UniTrento with third part liability insurance and accident insurance. It is duty of the student to get informed if a health insurance is needed in the destination country.

The candidates should check on the online website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (www.viaggiaresicuri.it) whether there are any news on risk situations in the destination country.